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Abstract

This paper presents a new distributed functional skeleton, the elementwise processing
implemented in the D-Clean coordination language.
The skeleton coordinating the distributed elementwise processing is a generalisation
of the classical map function. It contains three main phases. The first one decom-
poses the input data according to a very well defined strategy, the second phase ap-
plies the elementwise processable function on the divided input, and the final phase
recombines the result from the already computed subresults. The step from one phase
to another also means a changing on the dimension of the intermediate results. The
primitives supplied by the D-Clean language are proved to be appropriate for im-
plementing the elementwise processing phases by parameterising them with suitable
elementwise processable function parameters. We provide measurements and con-
clusions regarding the performance of this algorithm in our distributed environment.

1 INTRODUCTION

Programming theorems are general, parameterised solutions for a wide class of
problems [6, 7, 4]. A skeleton is a parameterised algorithmic scheme. Functional
skeletons correspond to the generalised specification part of a programming theo-
rem. Skeletons are higher order functions [8, 5, 3] with characteristics like increas-
ing the portability and the abstraction level of the programs as well as generalising
the computation patterns. The distributed skeleton described here is the gener-
alisation of the map function and it is parameterised by a parallel elementwise
processable function.

The D-Clean language and the the D-Box intermediate level language, and the
informal semantics were introduced in [1]. D-Clean contains high-level language
elements for the coordination of the component functions in a distributed envi-
ronment. Using these primitives distributed applications can be written hiding the
details of the environment.
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The definition of a higher order skeleton is given as D-Clean code, which is a
Clean-like language with distributed coordination language components. A skele-
ton is an abstract definition of the distributed computation and it is parameterized
by functions, by type and by data. The computation patterns are identified and
described by compositions of coordination elements. The coordination constructs
have the role of manipulating and controlling the components written in Clean,
which are expressing the pure computational aspects. These computational nodes
have well identified subtasks of the original problem.

We use the methodology and the abstract specifications presented in [9, 7] for
presenting the algorithm introduced in [4]. The first part presents the theoretic
background of the distributed elementwise processing method. The second part de-
scribes the implementation details, the measurements and finally the conclusions.

2 ELEMENTWISE PROCESSING - BASIC CONCEPTS

The well known higher order function map has as its first argument a function from
type a to type b and applies it elementwise to the elements of a data structure, the
elements having type a. The generalisation of the concept of computing the result
of a function elementwise is given for a class of functions defined over multiple
linear data structures. Some special cases for generalization of map for multiple
arguments are also known in Lisp, Scheme and in other functional languages too
(like the zip2, mapcar functions). Our generalisation is illustrated here by a
short example.

Suppose there are two arguments and two results, for example the calculation
of the intersection and the union of two sets: A = {2,3,6,7} and B = {1,3,5,7}.
If we split the sets into two parts in the following way A1 = {2,3},B1 = {1,3} and
A2 = {6,7},B2 = {5,7}, then the union of A and B can be determined as the disjoint
union of the subsets belonging to the same part, i.e.: A∪B = (A1∪B1)∪̃(A2∪B2),
where ∪̃ denotes the disjoint union operator. Similarly, the intersection will be
the disjoint union of the intersection of the subsets of the same part: A∩ B =
(A1 ∩B1)∪̃(A2 ∩B2). A correct result is obtained, iff the arguments are split into
parts according to the concept of totally disjoint decomposition, i.e. if A1 and
B1 are disjoint both from A2 and B2. We continue to split the parts into smaller
parts until we obtain sets consisting of single elements or empty sets. Finally the
results can be computed for these slices containing at most one single element, i.e.
can be determined ”elementwise”: A∩B = ( /0∩{1})∪̃({2}∩ /0)∪̃({3}∩{3})∪̃( /0∩
{5})∪̃({6}∩ /0)∪̃({7}∩{7}) and similarly for the union.

We have chosen value 3 as the first cut-value in our example, i.e. elements less
or equal to 3 belong to the first part, elements bigger than 3 belong to the second
part. The computation of the result can be done in parallel for these two parts.
In general it is not easy to calculate a cut-value which is optimal in respect of a
balanced workload [4].



3 FORMAL DEFINITIONS

Let H be an arbitrary set and let P (H) denote the powerset of H. Denoting by n the
number of arguments and by m the number of results, we shall use the following
notation:

X ::= X1× ...×Xn,Xi ⊆ P (H)(i = 1, ...,n),
Y ::= Y1× ...×Ym,Yj ⊆ P (H)( j = 1, ...,m),

x,x,x ∈ X .

Definition 31 Completely disjoint decomposition x,x are called a completely
disjoint decomposition of x∈ X, if ∀i∈ [1,n] : xi = xi∪xi and ∀i, j ∈ [1,n] : xi∩x j =
/0 .

Definition 32 Elementwise processable function Let f : X 7−→ Y . If for every
x ∈ X for every x,x completely disjoint decomposition of x

f (x)∪ f (x) = f (x), (1)

f (x)∩ f (x) = /0. (2)

holds, then f is called an elementwise processable function.

Let us calculate the value of y = f (x), where f is elementwise processable.
Let us define the slice function sl in the following way: sl : P ({1, . . . ,n})×

H 7−→ X ,

sl({i1, . . . , ik},e)i :=
{ {e}, if i ∈ {i1, . . . , ik}

/0, if i /∈ {i1, . . . , ik} ,

where i1, . . . , in is a permutation of the numbers 1, . . . ,n.
Let us calculate y = f (x), where f is elementwise processable. Elementwise

processable functions are easy to compute for slices containing only one single
element. We are allowed to decompose the arguments into slices and compute
partial results for each slice separately. The overall result can be obtained as the
disjoint union of these partial results according to the definition.

Let us observe that the time-complexity of the computation of the value of an
elementwise processable function f is proportional to the number of elements in
the set U ::=

i∈[1..n]

S
xi. The size of x is defined to be the cardinality of the set U .

4 THE ALGORITHM

Suppose that the sets xi are represented as strictly monotonous non-empty se-
quences. The first smallest element of xi is denoted by xi(1). The length of xi is
denoted by xi.dom. The subsequence of xi consists of elements having an index
k : k ∈ (i, j] and denoted by xi[i, j]. In this case by decomposing x into n pairwise
completely disjoint blocks and by the help of n processors the overall computation



time is reduced. The value of f can be computed independently and parallel for
each block and in the end the overall result is obtained as the union of the disjoint
sets according to the definition.

The description of the size of the input is done by two numbers:

N =
n
∑

i=1
dom(xi),

M = |
nS

i=1
{xi( j)| j ∈ range(xi)}|,

where N is called the ’bag-size’ and M the ’set-size’ of the input. We take the
computation of f for slices as the dominant cost.

A balanced pairwise completely disjoint decomposition would split x into n
parts, where the difference of the set-size of any two parts is at most one. It is easy
to show that an elementwise processing is necessary to produce such a balanced
decomposition. To resolve this conflict we use unbalanced decompositions further
on. On the other hand we apply an algorithm which guarantees that the size of the
parts are between two bounds and the distribution of the parts among the processors
is dynamic.

At the beginning every processor is given a block, which can be processed se-
quentially. When it is ready, it is provided with another block until we run out of
parts. The algorithm takes no more than M/k + B processing steps with k proces-
sors, where B is the ’bag-size’ of the largest block. It is worth choosing a small B
and if we choose it very small, the number of parts will increase and other costs
like cutting cost, communication and administration costs will increase with the
number of the parts. The number of parts depends on the size of the smallest part,
too, so we should ensure that the difference between the size of the smallest and
the largest part is as small as possible. An algorithm was presented in [4], which
demonstrates that b≥B/8 (b is the size of the smallest block). The implementation
described in Section 4. deals with a special case, with two arguments two values
elementwise processing, and applies a simplified version of this general solution.

The formal specification of the problem, the decomposition into subproblems,
refinement steps, proofs, details of the solution, cost estimation depending on: the
size of the input, on the number of processors, on number arguments and results
and on the size of the largest part are described in [4] in details.

5 THE DISTRIBUTED ELEMENTWISE PROCESSING IN D-CLEAN

In the following we present the distributed elementwise processing with two argu-
ments and two values, implemented in the D-Clean coordination language [1].

There are three main phases in the elementwise processing. In the first phase
the input data is divided into blocks, orthogonally to the sequences.

At the beginning a function defines the pattern p according which the input
streams are split into blocks. Blocks are split into two blocks until the size of



every block is less than a constant bl. The cut-values stored in pattern p are
calculated by the recursive pattern and delmult functions. The delmult
function deletes the unnecessary multiple elements from the pattern list. The total
disjoint decomposition for two arguments can be done by splitting the blocks at
the middle of its first component. A more complex formula is valid for more than
two arguments, see [4]. The concat, sub, zip2s, size, select functions
are taken from the Edison-library.

divide :: Int ([Int], [Int]) -> [([Int], [Int])]
divide bl (x, y)
= zip2s xp yp

where (xp, yp) = (split p x, split p y)
p = delmult (pattern bl x)

pattern :: Int [Int] -> [Int]
pattern bl x

| l <= bl = empty
| l > bl = concat (concat (concat first f1)
(concat middle f2)) last
where

first = sub x (0, 1)
middle = sub x (half, halfp)
last = sub x (l-1, l)
f1 = pattern bl (sub x (0, halfp))
f2 = pattern bl (sub x (half, l))
l = size x
half = l / 2
halfp = half + 1

The blocks are determined in a way that they form a total disjoint decompo-
sition of the input. Therefore all the blocks can be processed in completely inde-
pendent way of each other in the second phase of the computation. The ewp2a2v
function called by the solve function is used to process a block. ewp2a2vmakes
slices of the block using the slice function, applies the elementwise processable
function f on the slices and collects the partial results.

slice :: [Int] [Int] -> (([Int], [Int]), [Int], [Int])
slice x y
| nx == 0 = (( empty, sy), empty, ym)
| ny == 0 = (( sx, empty), xm, empty)
| xe == ye = (( sx, sy), xm, ym)
| xe < ye = (( sx, empty), xm, y)
| xe > ye = (( empty, sy), x, ym)
where



nx = size x
sx = sub x (0, 1)
xe = select x 0
xm = sub x (1, nx)
ny = size y
sy = sub y (0, 1)
ye = select y 0
ym = sub y (1, ny)

ewp2a2v::(([Int], [Int])->([Int], [Int])) [Int] [Int]
-> ([Int], [Int])

ewp2a2v f x y = ewp2a2v‘ f x y (empty, empty)
where
ewp2a2v‘ f x y (r1, r2)
| ((xs == 0) && (ys == 0)) = (r1, r2)
| otherwise = ewp2a2v‘ f k l (concat r1 fx,

concat r2 fy)
where
(sl, k, l) = slice x y
(fx, fy) = f sl
xs = size x
ys = size y

The combine function is applied in the third phase to collect the results cal-
culated from the blocks. linfst collects and concatenates the first components
of the tuples from the input list, while linsnd does the same for the second com-
ponents.

combine :: [([Int], [Int])] -> ([Int], [Int])
combine x = (linfst x, linsnd x)

The distributed computation is coordinated by D-Clean constructs. D-Clean
coordination structures are mappings between communication channels of the pro-
cess-network and are designed as generic templates parameterized by types and by
functions. The value of type parameters are determined by type inference. The
matching of types between the base types of channels and the types of embedded
Clean expressions is a static semantic requirement. The templates are instantiated
by the D-Clean pre-compiler at compile time.

A D-Clean program consists of a start expression, in which a collection of
user-defined D-Clean process schemes can be applied. A process scheme itself is
written in D-Clean too.

The start expression is given as the DistrStart function definition.
The Figure 1. illustrates the process network of the D-Clean implementation

of the distributed elementwise processing.
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FIGURE 1. Elementwise processing in D-Clean

The task of DStart primitive is to start the distributed computation by pro-
ducing the input data for the dataflow graph. It has no input channels, only output
channels. Each D-Clean program contains at least one DStart primitive.

The DEWP scheme is used for coordinating the whole elementwise processing.
It has three parameters: the elementwise processable function, the block size and
the number of worker nodes.

DStop is the last element of the D-Clean composition, the last element of the
control flow.

DistrStart = (DStop terminate) (DEWP union_inters bl N)
(DStart generate)

where
N = 8
terminate = WriteResult "c:\\dewp.dat" fromTup2

A D-Clean expression may be a compound expression or a direct use of coordi-
nation primitives. Process scheme definitions are named D-Clean expressions with
formal parameters. A process scheme library can be built using the coordination
primitives and the already defined schemes.

Here we give the description of the DEWP scheme implementing the element-
wise processing for two arguments and two values.

SCHEME DEWP f bl N =
DMerge (toTup2 (combine (fromTup2L)))
DMap (toTup2 ((solve f) fromTup2))
DDivideF (toTup (divide bl (fromTup2))) N

The newly introduces DDivideF distributes the blocks produced by the func-
tion divide to worker processes. The general form of DDivideF (see Figure
2) is DDivideF exp N. The first argument is an expression which produces a
list of lists of values belonging to a transmissible-type. The number of sub-lists are
usually greater than the number of worker processes defined by the constant value
N.
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FIGURE 2. The DDivideF primitive

Every computation node receives a series of blocks. DDivideF implements
a simple load-balancing algorithm. A worker can get a new block, if its input
channel is empty. After sending the first set of sublists to the worker processes,
DDivideF waits until one of the workers completes the processing of a block
and reads in the next waiting block from the channel. Then this channel becomes
empty and DDivideF places the next unprocessed block to this channel.

The DMap primitive coordinates the computation of the subresults. It applies
the elementwise processable parameter function to every block at a separate node.
DMap is a special case of DApply where the function expression must be an el-
ementwise processable function. It is the D-Clean variant of the standard map
library function.

The third phase collects the subresults, the computed values of the blocks. The
DMerge combines the blocks forming the final output streams. DMerge collects
the input sublists from channels and builds up the output data lists. All the input
channels must have the same type

6 CONCLUSION

The distributed elementwise processsing example represents a computation pat-
tern, which demonstrates the applicability of the introduced D-Clean coordination
primitives. In our context the DEWP scheme serves as an easy to use computation
skeleton in the distributed environment. It describes in general manner the com-
mon algorithmic scheme parameterized by elementwise processable function and
data. The computation is distributed over the network according to the description
provided by the skeleton.

This type of distributed computation is efficient due to the distribution of the
same work over the network.

In our tests we measured and compared the performance of the sequential and
distributed implementations. The implementations calculated the union and inter-
section of integer sets generated from a memory list, and saved to a disk file.

In the distributed test we used 7 worker processes with 4 additive nodes for
generating, saving the result, and dividing and combining the subresults processed
by the workers.

In order to simulate the performance of the parallel algorithm in case of more
complex operations, we increased the calculation time of the union_intersect
function.



The measured time of the sequential version was 2410 secs, while the time of
the distributed version was 614 secs. This means a 3.92 speed-up.
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